
JENS-UWE HARTMANN 

SANSKRIT FRAGMENTS FROM THE AGAMAS (1): 

THE ANGULIMALASUTRA 

It is well known that the Sitrapitakas of the various Buddhist 
schools, as far as they are preserved at all, do not always agree very 
closely with each other, although they share a common literary 
heritage. The only Sitrapitaka preserved in its entirety belongs to 

the Pali Tipitaka, the canon of the Theravada school, and it therefore 

serves as the point of reference for comparative purposes. For many 

of the texts in the other surviving sitra collections a counterpart is 

found in the Pali Suttapitaka, which is similar enough to be easily 

recognized as such. Apart from such overall similarities and apart 

from the language in which each of the collections is either 
composed or preserved, many differences can be observed which 

concern not only the wording, but also the setting, the persons 

involved, the dogmatical contents, the structure, etc. of the siitras. 

Thus, a siitra usually contains enough individual characteristics to 

set it apart from all the other related versions. 

Beyond differences within the texts, each collection also shows 

individual features which distinguish it from the other collections. 

Although the principle of the Agama/Nikdya division appears to 

have prevailed in all collections against other, earlier forms of 
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structuring’, the contents of the respective Agamas/Nikdyas by no 

means agree. Differences are found not only in their structure, i.e. in 

the division into subsections, in the number of sitras and in their 

sequence, but also in assigning a siitra to a specific Agama or 

Nikaya. While a certain siitra belongs to the "Collection of Long 

(Discourses)" of one school, it may be assigned to the "Collection 

(of Discourses) of Middle (Length)" by another, and vice versa. For 

instance, the version of the *Bodhardjakumdarasiitra preserved in the 

Sanskrit fragments published by Grigorij M. Bongard-Levin’ most 
likely belongs to a manuscript of the Dirgh@gama of the Central 

Asian Sarvdstivddins, its Pali counterpart, however, the 

Bodhirdjakumarasutta, is found in the Majjhimanikaya (no. 85)° and 

immediately precedes the Argulimdlasiitra (no. 86). The 

Mahanidanasiitra, on the other hand, is included in the long 

collection by the Theravadins (no. 15) and by the Dharmaguptakas 

(no. 13), but in the Madhyamdgama by the Sarvastivadins*. Other 
sitras, as for example the famous Mahdparinirvdnasiitra, are 

unanimously assigned by all schools to one and the same collection, 
in this case the Dirghagama/Dighanikaya’. 

In the case of the Angulimdlasiitra to be discussed here, the 

redactors of the various canonical collections were more divided: its 

Theravada version is found in the Majjhimanikédya, and the (Mila-) 

' Cf. OSKAR VON HINUBER, "Die neun Avigas. Ein friiher Versuch zur 
Einteilung buddhistischer Texte", in Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde Stidasiens 38 
(1994), pp. 121-135. 

7G. M. BoNGaRD-LEVIN, "Three New Fragments of the Bodhardja- 

kumarasittra from Eastern Turkestan", in Journal of the American Oriental Society 
109 (1989), pp. 509-512. 

} It is also absent from the Dirghdma preserved in Chinese translation which 
probably belongs to the school of the Dharmaguptakas, and ‘may also have been 
included in the lost Afadhyamédgama of this school. 

‘No. 97 of the Chinese Madhyamagama which represents a version of the 
Sarvastivadins. 

° No. 16 in the Dighanik@ya and no. 2 in the Chinese Dirghdgama; for the 
Sanskrit text from Central Asia cf. MPS and G. M. BONGARD-LEVIN and M. I. 
VOROB’EVA-DESJATOVSKAJA, Pamjatniki indijskoj pis'mennosti iz central’noj azii. 
Izdanie tekstov, issledovanie, perevod i komimentarij, vypusk 2, Moskva, 1990 
(Bibliotheca Buddhica, 34), p. 208 ff. 
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Sarvastivada version has been incorporated into the Samyukta@gama’. 

Another version is included in the Chinese translation of the 
Ekottarikagama, which probably belongs to the Mahasanghikas, 
although the question of its school affiliation is not yet finally 
settled’. Aside from these three, there exist three separate 

translations in the Chinese canon, which show various stages of 

development®. Two of them, T 118 and T 119, are similar to the 

Ekottarikagama version, and in the third, T 120, the original story 

has served as the nucleus for a full-fledged Mahayana siitra of the 

Tathagatagarbha corpus, which has also been translated into Tibetan. 
Obviously, the tale of the notorious brigand Angulimala was 

exciting enough to serve as an example for illustrating the Buddha’s 
impressive power of converting even the most untameable. 
Throughout Buddhist literature, the story is retold, quoted or alluded 
to’. Angulimala is mentioned as the embodiment of a person either 
full of hatred or of stupidity, or his taming exemplifies a conversion 

§ MN II 97-105 (no. 86); T 99, vol. 2, 280c (no. 1077), and T 100, vol. 2, 378b 
(no. 16). 

7T 125, vol. 2, 719b; for the school ascription cf. EGAKU MAYEDA, "Japanese 

Studies on the Schools of the Chinese 4gamas", in Schulzugehérigkeit, pp. 102-103, 
JOHANNES BRONKHOoRST, "Dharma and Abhidharma", in Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, 48 (1985), p. 312 f., and LAMBERT SCHMITHAUSEN, 
"Beitrige zur Schulzugehdrigkeit und Textgeschichte kanonischer und 
postkanonischer buddhistischer Materialien", in Schulzugehdrigkeit, p. 321. 

8 For a description of this development in the existing versions of the siftra cf. 
ANDRE BAREAU, "Etude du bouddhisme", in Annuaire du Collége de France 1985- 
1986, Résumé des Cours et Travaux, Paris, 647-658 ("2. La légende de 
l’Angulimala dans les anciens textes canoniques", p. 654 ff.). 

° Peter Skilling, Bangkok, kindly draws my attention to a quotation in 

Vasubandhu’s Vyakhydyukti, cf. TT no. 5562, vol. 113, 277.4.8 = sems tsam si, 
113a8: sor phren na ni kun nas sems can thams cad la || dbyug pa dag ni span par 
byas nas ‘dug pa yin, corresponding to MN II 99, 29-30 Thito aham, Angulimdla, 
sabbada@ sabbesu bhittesu nidhdya dandam. He further refers to another possible 
quotation in the Vyakhydyukti-sittrakhandasata, cf. TT no, 5561, vol. 113, 240.1.1- 
3 = sems tsam si, 19b 1-3: btsun pa bcom Idan ‘das ni ma dul ba rnams dul bar 
mdzad pa | ma zi ba rnams Zi bar mdzad pa | dbugs ma phyin ba rnams dbugs ‘byin 
par mdzad pa | yons su mya nan las ma ‘das pa rnams yons su mya nan las ‘da’ bar 
mdzad pa’ o, which corresponds to MN II 102, 20-21 bhante, Bhagavad, adantdnam 
dametd asantinam sameta aparinibbutanam parinibbapetad. However, this citation 
may be a stock phrase, although it is found only once in the Pali Suttapitaka. 
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by supernatural powers. In one of his famous buddhastotras, the 
Buddhist poet Matrceta marvels at the inner change of Angulimala 
with the following rhetorical question: 

indriyopasamo nande manastabdhe ca samnatih | 
ksamitvam cdngulimale kam na vismayam Gnayet || . 
"Tranquillity of the senses in a Nanda, humility in a Manastabdha, mercy in.an 
Angulimala — whom would not these amaze?""® 

The same persons are named, together with Urubilvakaéyapa, in 
the Avadanasgataka as examples of those whom the Buddha has 
saved from the ocean of raga (Nanda), dvesa (Angulimala), mana 
(Manastabdha) and moha (Urubilvakagyapa)'’. Together with 
Nanda, Ajatasatru and Udayana, Angulimala is adduced by 
Nagarjuna in verse 14 of his Suhrllekha as an example of those who 
reformed their behaviour: 

“One who has formerly been heedless, but later becomes heedful — like Nanda, 
Angulimala, Ajatagatru and Udayana — will also be resplendent like the moon 
free from clouds." 

'° Verse 125; quoted from The Satapaiicdsatka of Matrceta, ed. D. R. 
SHACKLETON BAILEY, Cambridge 1951, 130 and 174. Angulimala is named in the 
commentary on verses 98, 105, 107, 122 and 123, cf. ibid., pp. 108, 114, 115 and 
128. — Cf. also verse 10 in a fragmentary buddhastotra, provisionally named "Praise 
of the Buddha’s Conversions" by its editor, Dieter SCHLINGLOFF (cf. Buddhistische 
Stotras aus ostturkistanischen Sanskrittexten, Berlin 1955 [Sanskrittexte aus den 
Turfanfunden, 1], p. 104). 

'' Avadanasataka. A Century of Edifying Tales Belonging to the Hinaydna, ed. 
J. S. SPEYER, St. Petersburg 1902-1909 (Bibliotheca Buddhica, 3), vol. I, 148, 9-10; 

for Angulimdla and Urubilvakdsyapa, cf. also EDOUARD HUBER, Ag¢vaghosa, 
Sutralamkdra. Traduit en frangais sur la version chinoise de Kumérajiva, Paris, 
1908, pp. 204 and 460-461. 

" gan zig sion chad bag med gyur pa lags || phyi nas bag dan Idan par gyur 
de yah || zla ba sprin bral lta hur rnam mdzes te || dga’ bo sor phren mthon Idan bde 
byed bzin || (text and translation in L. JAMSPAL, N. S. CHOPHEL, P. DELLA SANTTNA, 
Nagarjuna's Letter to King Gautamiputra, Delhi, 1978, pp. 9 and 75). It is 
interesting to note that Nagarjuna’s verse is clearly modelled on a verse from the 
Angulimdlasittra: cf. yas tu piirvam pramddyeha pascid vai na pramddyate | sa 
imam bhasate lokam abhramuktaiva ca candramah || (Sanskrit text in Uda@navarga, 
ed. Franz BERNHARD, G6ttingen, 1965, verse 16.5; for the Pali see MN II 104, 21- 

22, for the Samyuktagama T 99, 281 b 11-12, and T 100, 379 a 15-16, and for the 

Ekottarikdgama T 125, 721bl7-18). In his commentary on the Suhrllekha, 
Mahamati explains that Angulimala serves as an example of foolishness (de ni Alun 
po zig ste, TT 5690, vol. 129, 156.1.4-5 = gtam yig tie, 334b 4-5). 
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In chapter 21 of his Buddhacarita, entitled Las kyi rgyun 
(translated by E. H. JOHNSTON as "Progress (srotas) of the 

Mission"), ASvaghosa refers specifically to the Buddha’s rddhi as 

the means of conversion: 
"Among the Suhmas the Holy One by the might of His magic power converted 
Angulimala, a Brahman who was cruel like Saudasa."!? 

Some, if not most, of the authors seem to allude not so much to 

Angulimala the brigand, but rather to Angulimala the collector of 

fingers from one thousand people, who is acting on a vicious 

instruction of his teacher'*. This latter episode is still absent from the 

Theravada and Sarvastivada versions of the siitra; obviously, it was 

'3 E. H. JOHNSTON, "The Buddha’s Mission and last Journey: Buddhacarita, xv 
to xxvili", in Acta Orientalia 15 (1937), p. 100, verse 21.13 (repr. as Part III in E. 
H. JOHNSTON, Asvaghosa’s Buddhacarita or Acts of the Buddha, Delhi 1984). This 
part of the Buddhacarita is only preserved in Tibetan translation: 'tshe byed sor mo'i 
phren ba can || bran bzans dan mtshuns giiis skyes ni || bcom Idan rdzu 'phrul phun 
tshogs kyis || phra mo rnams sit btul bar mdzad || (TT no. 5656, vol. 129, 158.4.7-8 
= skyes rabs tie, 91 a7-8). 

'4 Cf. AKANUMA Chizen, Indo bukkyo koyameishi jiten ("Dictionary of proper 
names of Indian Buddhism"), Nagoya, 1931, pp. 39-41, and G.P.MALALASEKERA, 
Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, London, 1937, vol. 1, pp. 22 f.; see also chapter 
36 in the Sitra of the Wise and the Foolish where the story, similar to the Pali 
Jataka (no. 537), is connected with the avaddna of Sutasoma and Saudasa, cf. 
DIETER SCHLINGLOFF, "Die Erzaihlung von Sutasoma and Saudasa in der 

buddhistischen Kunst", in A/torientalische Forschungen 2 (1975), pp. 93-117, and 

Studies in the Ajanta Paintings. Identifications and Interpretations, Delhi, 1987, pp. 
93-112; for a reference to a representation of the Angulimala story in Gandharan art 
see Studies in the Ajanta Paintings, p. 229. For the connection of Angulimala with 
Saudiisa/Kalmasapada in the Uigur Dasakarmapathavadanamala cf. GERHARD 
EHLERS, "Notabilia zur alttiirkischen Oberstufenzahlung", in Ural-Altaische 

Jahrbiicher 3 (1983), p. 86; the story of Angulimala himself is also told in the 
Maitrisimit, cf. Sinasi TEKIN, Maitrismit nom bitig. Die uigurische Ubersetzung 
eines Werkes der buddhistischen Vaibhdsika-Schule, Teil 1, Berlin 1980 (Berliner 
Turfantexte, 9), p. 162. For remarks on the story see also W. STEDE, "Angulimala 
and Liberation", in Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 20 (1957), 
pp. 533-535. — The references given in this and the preceding notes are by no means 
exhaustive. 

Be rfp ag irre 
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added later to explain his name'*. While the verse portions are 
basically the same, the Theravada version is much longer than the 

Sarvastivada one which lacks the episodes of how King Prasenajit, 
on his way to track down the wanted criminal, visits the Buddha and 

unexpectedly meets him newly ordained, or how Angulimala helps a 
woman having-a-difficult-labour by a-word of truth (satyavacana)"®, 
or how various unpleasant incidents happen to him on his alms 
rounds"”, 

Of all the versions of the siitra, only the Theravada one is 

entirely preserved in its Indian original. When working on the 

Sanskrit manuscripts of the so-called German Turfan collection in 
the first decades of this century, Else and Heinrich Liiders succeeded 

in identifying one small fragment as belonging to a related version 

of the text. In 1965 it was edited by Emst Waldschmidt as no. 160c 

in the first catalogue volume of the German collection, and in the 

accompanying notes Waldschmidt referred to the Pali text and to the 

Chinese translation of the Samyukt@gama'*. Although he did not 

express any opinion on the school affiliation of the Sanskrit 

'S For an attempt at explaining the background of the Angulimila story, cf. 
RICHARD GomBRICH, How Buddhism Began: the Conditioned Genesis of the Early 
Teachings, Athlone, 1996, pp. 135-164 (chapter v: "Who was Angulimala?"). His 
ingenious restoration of Angulimala’s second verse (MN II 100,1-4), however, is 
not borne out by the Chinese versions. Cf. now the review of Gombrich’s book by 
MAITHRIMURTH] MUDAGAMUWA and A.V. RospatT in Indo-Iranian Journal 41 
(1998), pp. 164-170, especially 169ff. 

'6 This episode has caused the inclusion of the sutta among the Paritta texts; 
cf. RICHARD GOMBRICH, Precept and Practice: Traditional Buddhism in the Rural 
Highlands of Ceylon, Oxford, 1971, p. 224, and PETER SKILLING, "The Raksa 
Literature of the Sravakayana", in Journal of the Pali Text Society 16 (1992), pp. 
121, 174 and 178. 

'’ For the relation between these incidents and Angulimala’s past karma see 
Fumio ENoMoTo, "On the Annihilation of karman in Early Buddhism", in 

Transactions of the International Conference of Orientalists in Japan 34 (1989), pp. 
53-55, and TILMANN VETTER, The Ideas and Meditative Practices of Early 
Buddhism, Leiden, 1988, p. 89 f. 

'8 SHT I, pp. 90-91. — There is another small fragment, SHT VI 1561, which 
on one side appears to contain an encounter between the Buddha and Angulimiala, 
but the few aksaras which have been preserved do not permit one to relate it to any 
of the existing versions. 
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fragment, it is clear from his notes that it corresponds much better to 
the (Mila-)Sarvastivada version of the Samyuktagama than to the 

Majjhimanikaya of the Pali. Consequently, Fumio Enomoto included 
this fragment in his study of the Chinese Samyukta@gama”. 

During a survey of the Sanskrit manuscripts from Northern 
Turkestan in the Hoernle collection in London, two more fragments 

of the same text could be identified”’, which will be introduced in 
the following. They form part of a single leaf, starting at the right 

side of the punch hole, and can be joined without a gap. The leaf 

contains six lines and the text is written in the standard form of the 

later Northern Turkestan Brahmi. In the first line of the recto side 
the last sentence of the preceding siftra is preserved, and in the 

second line the Angulimdlasiitra begins. The end of the preceding 

text entails a certain problem, since according to the Chinese 

Samyuktdgama this siitra closes with the standard formula that the 

monks rejoiced in the words of the Blessed One. The corresponding 
Sanskrit phrase would be something like te bhiksavo bhagavato 
bhasitam abhyanandan, cf. SWTF s.v. abhinand. However, the 
present fragment starts with ///sya bhdsitam, which could hardly 
refer to the Buddha as the speaker of the foregoing. Since the 

genitive ending alone offers little basis for further speculation, at 
present it must suffice to draw attention to the problem. 

'? FUMIO ENOMOTO, A Comprehensive Study of the Chinese Samyuktégama. 
Indic Texts Corresponding to the Chinese Samyuktagama as Found in the 
Sarvastivada-Millasarvastivada Literature. Part I: *Sangitanipdta, Kyoto, 1994, p. 
22 ; 

?0 Jens-UWE HARTMANN and Kaus WILLE, "Die nordturkistanischen Sanskrit- 
Handschriften der Sammlung Hoernle (Funde . buddhistischer Sanskrit- 
Handschriften, II)", in Sanskrit-Texte aus dem  buddhistischen Kanon: 
Neuentdeckungen u. Neueditionen, 2, Gottingen, 1992 (SWTF, Beiheft, 4), p. 38-(ad 
Photo 172; right part of the fragment) and 41 (ad Photo 179; left part); both 
fragments carry no number and are therefore referred to by means of a microfilm of 
the collection produced in 1950. The originals could be compared during a visit to 
the India Office Library in April 1990. They are not placed under glass, but kept 
loose in envelopes, and on the microfilm, the lower edge is folded back in two 
places which conceals a few aksaras in lines r 6 and v 1. 
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Recto”! 

1 /// + [sya] bhasita[m abhijna .[ya]numodya utthayasa[n]. .[r]. /// 

2 /// .. desu caryam caram yena dhavajakavanasanda tam margam 

fr). /// 
3 /// O utpathajiva manusya bhagavamtam margam pra .. /// 
4 /// O tra corah pratyasthat* ma te sa vihethayi + /// 

5 /// + + [tar] api gopalakah pasupalakah piirvava + /// 
6 /// + + ca punar asifica + [khJe.. kam .++++++4/// 

Verso 

1 /// + tam drstva ca punar asyetad abhavat* + + + + + /// 

2 /// + Saknuyam prakrtaya gatya gacchamtam anvagamtum + + /// 

3 /// O. rvajanena dhavam bhagavamtam na Saknoti pra[k]r + /// 

4 /// O vamtam-idam avocat* tis[th]a tistha Sramana + /// 

5 /// .gulimalas coras tasyam velayam gatham babhase - || [g]. /// 

6 /// rtha[1] sthitas [tvam k]. .. m a[sthi]to ham* bhagavamn aha [ | ] + /// 

Recto 

1: restore to abhina(nd)yanumodya utthayasan(at p)r(akrantah) or 

(p)r(akrantah), one of the possible formulas at the end of a 

siitra or of a passage within a siitra. For the different ending in 
the Chinese SA (the monks rejoicing in the word of the Buddha: 

T 99, 280 c 16), cf. above. 

2: restore to (magadhesu or mdgadhakesu janapa)desu caryam 
caran yena dhavajakavanasanda<in> tam margam 

(p)r(atipannah), cf. T 99, 280c 19 and T 100, 378b 17. The 

restoration of the location is based on T 100 (mojietuwo); T 99 

has yangquduolo. For the Sanskrit forms of the name see, e.g., 

SHT VI 1415 v2 bhagavadin [maga]dhesu viharati and 1381 

folio 175 13, vl ma@gadhako gopaélakah. According to the Pali 

the Buddha stays in Savatthi. 

*" Round brackets ( ) signify restoration in a gap, square brackets { ] damaged 
aksaras, pointed brackets < > the omission of (part of) an aksara; a cross + denotes 
a destroyed aksara, two dots .. denote an illegible aksara, one dot an illegible part 
of an aksara; O stands for the punch hole, /// for the breaking off of the fragment, 
and * denotes the virdima. 
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For dhavajakavanasanda compare the similar jalitk@vanasanda 

in MPS 26.3. In T 99 the name is transcribed (tuoposhelijia), 
but in T 100 translated (; taohe shulin, "Peach River Coppice"). 

restore probably to (adraksuh) . . . pra(tipannam) "People 

making their living in. out-of-the-way places saw the Lord 

wandering along the way", cf. T 99, 280c 20-21 and MN II 98, 

7-9 Addasasum kho gopdlaka. pasupdlaka kassaka padhavino 

Bhagavantam yena coro -Angulimadlo ten’ addhanamaggam 
patipannam. q 

restore to (ya)tra, "where the brigand dwelled"? The exact 
reference of this sentence remains unclear, but apparently it 

belongs to the words of the cowherds etc. At the end of the line, 

restore to vihethayi(syati), "May he not harm you!" There is no 

verbal correspondence in either the Chinese SA (cf. T 99, 280 c 

22) or in the Pali text. 

read and restore to (pu)nar? Or should one, on the contrary, read 

t{r]r? Cf. T 99, 280 c 23 and MN II 98,23-24 Tatiyam pi kho 

gopdalak& pasupalaka kassaka padhadvino Bhagavantam etad 
avocum. Moreover, pasupdalakah is to be corrected to °pdlakah. 

Restore to piirvava(d ydavat); apparently the formula which 

precedes utpathdjiva manusyah in r3 is repeated, cf. T 99, 280 c 
19-20. 

asi shows that Angulimala has been introduced, cf. T 99, 280 c 

24 and MN II 99,5-6 Atha kho coro Angulimalo asicammaimn 

gahetvd dhanukalapam sannayhitva. The line is probably to be 

restored to (adrdksid angulimdlas coro bhagavantain margamn 

pratipannam drstva) ca punar asin ca khe(ta)kam and a form of 

grah, "the brigand Angulimala saw the Lord wandering along 

the way and, having seen [him], took sword and shield"; cf. also 

T 99 ("with his hand he seized sword and shield"). 

Verso 

the Buddha notices that Angulimala is following him. At the 
beginning, the line is probably to be restored to (adraksid 
bhagavan angulimdlam coram anvadgaccham)tam or (... 

dhdvam)tain (for the latter, cf. v3), "The Lord saw the brigand 
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 Angulimala coming after him and, having seen [him], he 
considered". The beginning of his reflections on making use of 
his supernatural faculties is preserved in SHT 1 160 crl; there 
-one has to restore to (yan)[{v ajfham tadfrii](pan 

-yddhyabhisamskaran abhisamskuryam yatha ...) "J should now 

accomplish such a performance of supernatural power that ...", 
cf. SWTF s.v. rddhy-abhisamskara. The Chinese version is 
shorter (cf. T 99, 280 ¢ 25), and the Pali text shows no verbal 

correspondence (MN II 99, 7-8). 

apparently Angulimala talks to himself: "I should be able to 
follow the [ascetic] who is walking at a normal pace". In the 

Pali, a sentence with partially similar wording appears in a later 

place atha ca panadham imam samanam pakatiya gacchantam 

sabbatthamena gacchanto-na sakkomi sampdapunitun iti, MN II 

99,15-16. The reading in SHT | 160 c r2 has to be corrected to 

(gac)[ch]Jantam, cf. the facsimile in SHT II, plate 31. 

//rvajanena_ obviously corresponds to MN II 99,9 
sabbatthamena, but remains unintelligible in this form. Read 

(sa)rvajavena, “with all speed", cf. kuai in T 99, 280 c 26? For 
the whole line cf. MN II 99,8-10 (as quoted for v2, but now in 

the 3rd person). The line overlaps with SHT 1 160 c 13. 

restore to (athdngulimdlas coro bhaga)vamtam ..., “Then the 

brigand Angulimala said to the Lord: ’Stay! Stay, ascetic!’", see 

T 99, 280c26 and MN II 99,16-17 Thito Bhagavantam etad 

avoca: Tittha, samana; tittha, samandti’, see also SHT | 160 c 

r4. Cf., moreover, the corresponding version of the story in the 

Siitra of the Wise and the Foolish, TT no. 1008, vol. 40, 

106.2.3-4 = mdo hu, 260r3-4 sans rgyas kyis de Itar ‘ons pa 

- gzigs nas | zabs kyis dal gyis gsegs kyan sor phren can mthu 

stobs gtugs te | brgyugs kyan ma slebs nas | rgyan ma nas dge 

slon khyod cun zad cig sdod cig ces bos so || becom Idan ‘das 

kyis kyan rgyan ma nas | na ni rtag tu sdod na | khyod fiid mi 
sdod do zes bka’ stsal pa.dan etc. 

- restore with SHT I 160 c r5 to (athan)gulimdlas, cf. T 99, 280 ¢ 

28 and MN IL 99,23 -24 Atha kho coro Afgulimdlo 
Bhagavaniam gathaya ajjhabhasi. Furthermore, MN II 99, 25 
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Gaccham vadesi suggests the restoration to a form of gam at the 
end of the line. . 

6: restore to k(atha)m, cf. MN II 99, 27-28 Pucchami tam, samana, 

etam attham: Katham thito tvam, aham atthito ’mhi? It would 

be tempting to use SHT 1 160 c r6 ///[sJe tvam sramanaitam all/ 

for a restoration (tvam sramanaitam a)rtham, but this is 

impossible for metrical reasons. The metre is probably 
Indravajra, which would become defective by such a 
restoration. Is it possible that another katham has been omitted 

and that one should therefore restore to (~ —- U —  tvam 

sramanaitam a)rtham <katham> sthitas tvam k(atha)m asthito 

‘ham, "Tell me, ascetic, about this matter: How is it that you are 

standing still, how is it that I am not standing still"? 

Finally, the first aksara in SHT 160 cr6 is rather to be read as 

/I/[mjJe, and such a reading suggests briihi me or the like as a 

possible restoration. This is indirectly confirmed by T 99, 281 
a2, where a verb is used meaning "to speak" and not "to ask" (as 
in the Pali). 
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